“A Fresh Idea”

Essential Question:
How do we get the things we need?

Morning Circle Conversation

SL.5.1b, SL.5.1c, SL.5.2
Finding a Way

When I read ______, I had to reread...
Genre - Realistic Fiction

Characters are like people you might know in real life.
They include descriptive details, dialogue that characters say.
Illustrations are often included to help you get to know the characters and picture the setting of the story.

RL.5.7
Vocabulary Words

- afford
- risk
- loan
- savings
- profit
- scarce
- prosper
- wages

L.5.6
Vocab Skill: Context Clues

• Find **sentence clues** (words or phrases) that are near the unfamiliar word which may help define that word. The unfamiliar word may be separated by commas.

• Use nearby words or phrases that give examples of the unfamiliar word or may further describe the word.

**Example:** Finally, Mali placed **stakes** in the ground to help hold the plants up.

*Sage and Scribe (partners) You try it now!*

**plot**, page 24    **nursery**, page 24    **ripened**, page 25

L.5.4a & L.5.4
Comprehension Skills: Story Elements & Sequence

• Sequence is the order in which plot events happen in a story.
• To determine sequence, identify the most important events that happen in the beginning, middle, and end.
• Sequence also includes when characters and settings are introduced.
Phonics/Fluency Skill: Short Vowels

apples - /ă/

eggs - /ĕ/

insects - /ĭ/

octopus - /ŏ/

umbrella - /ũ/

RF.5.3a & RF.5.4c
Grammar: Types of Sentences

Sentence – a group of words that complete a complete thought. (5 simple rules)

1. **Declarative** – statement – period (.)
2. **Interrogative** – question – question mark (?)
3. **Imperative** – command – period or exclamation mark (!)
4. **Exclamatory** – exclamation – exclamation (!)

L.4.1.f & L.5.2
Writing Traits: Ideas

Descriptive Details are essential!!

Checklist

☐ There are descriptive details about a person, place, or thing.

☐ Details help the reader better understand the characters.

☐ Sentences are interesting so that the writing comes alive.

W.5.3d & W.5.10